The paper focuses on the establishment of optimized bucket path planning using numerical solution method, for a force-reflecting backhoe which is affected by excavation environment including potential obstacles. The developed path planning method can be used for precise bucket control and more importantly for obstacle avoidance which is directly related to safety issues. An optimal path planning model to minimize energy and to move manipulator arms along a specified path subjected to angular constraints was first established. Simultaneously, path modification due to unexpected obstacles was considered. A Newton-Raphson iteration method was used to acquire angular information of boom, stick, and bucket to solve inverse kinematics. The model presented in this paper was intended to be implemented in further study of force and vibration feedback control of tele-operated excavator using haptic devices.
INTRODUCTION
Excavation of large area by human operator not only takes a lot of time, but also can lead to high labor cost. In addition, excavation environment is recognized as one of the most hazardous construction environment. Therefore, automation of excavation is essential to resolve both time and economic inefficiency and potential risks inherited in excavation environment. Many efforts have been made on development of automated and intelligent excavator [1, 2, 3] . One of the requisites for the accomplishment of fully automated excavation environment is establishment of optimal path planning of excavator. Optimum path algorithm must be constructed in a way of energy efficient and also obstacle avoidance ready. To attain both goals, numerical method was used for deriving solutions of inverse kinematic problem.
For a redundant manipulator there are infinite numbers of solution exist. Backhoe can be classified as redundant manipulator for the reason that it has 4 DOFs including swing, boom, stick, and bucket rotational commands, while there are three independent variables to describe the motion of the manipulator. As the method for acquiring solution, Newton-Raphson iteration was used to find minimum norm solutions for commanded end-effector motion. Minimum norm solution is not always the best choice when there is a potential obstacle inside the manipulator workspace or divergences of solution occurs due to near singularity configuration of links. Therefore, it is important to achieve the second goal of obstacle avoidance and the third goal of moving the links within joint angle limits while
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satisfying the first goal of moving end-effector to desired position and orientation. Successful task is therefore defined as achieving all of these goals simultaneously with smooth conversion between them. Setting boundary of joint angle limit prevents manipulator from undergoing serious damage of equipments due to robust motion. For discriminating proper joint angle limits within the joint null space, a scheme to obtain directionality of joint angles with respect to end-effector motion was established. Simulations were conducted to verify the joint directionality identification scheme. Assignment of link and joint variables, joint axes was built upon Denavit-Hartenberg notation [4] .
THEORY
The end-effector position and orientation vector for manipulator can be expressed by m by 1 matrix, where m equals 6 in general case of redundant manipulator in Cartesian space. Jointspace vector can be represented as n by 1 matrix where n corresponds to degrees of freedom the manipulator has. An equation which relates Cartesian vectors 
where e J is m by n end-effector Jacobian matrix.
The general solution to the equation (2) , e J matrix is m < n according to (2) , which means manipulator is redundant. ( ) e e I J J + − is projection operator which chooses vectors from z and send them to null space to satisfy (2) . z is an arbitrary vector in joint space, which can be altered properly as far as it is located in the space of homogeneous solution. Yoshikawa [6] has implemented obstacle avoidance scheme for selecting vector z, which mainly describes the relationship between z and specified velocity vector moving to collision-free or safe place. The minimal obstacle distance was obtained earlier by Hanafusa et al. [7] , and vector z was given by
where o J is obstacle Jacobian which is formulated from specified velocity vector acting to critical point on link. The location of critical points were described in paper by Zhang et al. [8] . Maciejewski et al. [9] put multiple obstacle avoidance scheme upon work by Hanafusa et al. [7] . By substituting (4) into (3), 
It can be seen from Fig. 1 
As shown in Fig. 2 , e P is end effector point and e k P is vector from e P to k P . Both vectors are pointing at a same spot in terms of Cartesian coordinate but having different orientation. This orientation difference is a key thing for valid formulation of. k J . That is, when taking partial derivatives of k P from (7) with respect to l θ there were no more null elements in the l-th column of Jacobian k J . Instead of Maciejewski's implementation [9] of obstacle avoidance scheme upon Yoshikawa's work [6] , end point velocity of links can be substituted into (5) with gain added to each terms. Jacobian relating ( ) 
where, s subscript denotes respective gain for each term depending on link configuration, which is going to be dealt with later on. ( )
should be assigned in an adequate manner so as to satisfy goal of constraining each joints regardless of end effector motion. To achieve the goal, relation between directionality of each joints and end effector motion should be defined first. Fig. 3 
The joint directional operator D takes either +1 or -1 depending on user objectives, as is stated on the following. 
Equation (13) is based on the assumption that
To satisfy the condition (16), variable M was used.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , M was constructed from 
RESULTS
Before applying joint directionality scheme to backhoe model, simulation for 4-link manipulator was conducted. For clarity, simple point to point command with single point obstacle was considered. One hundred times of iteration was applied to verify stability of the system. Respective gains for each term which is denoted as s subscript was changed properly for respective purpose of tasks. Firstly, by setting every gain terms to zero except for end effector gain, manipulator arm ignored the point obstacle while moving to commanded end effector point.
Results for second case which is to verify the effectiveness of o s (gain for obstacle avoidance term) for the system can be seen in Fig. 5 . As it can be seen, end effector has failed to reach the commanded point. Even by adding more numbers of iteration, end effector could not turn around the half circle of obstacle avoidance point completely. number of iteration error dp x dp y dp 1x dp 1y dp 2x dp 2y dp ox dp oy 
)
Lastly, by setting 1 s and 2 s to 0.01, the model could reach the desired point without passing through obstacle region, and with desired path. Furthermore, the system was stabilized only after about 25 times of iteration. It was noticed in Fig. 6 -(c) that small oscillation arises for each angle. The oscillation is due to the recursive characteristic of numerical method which is minimizing errors for every term simultaneously, which does not seem to affect much to the stability of system. number of iteration error dp x dp y dp 1x dp 1y dp 2x dp 2y dp ox dp oy 
CONCLUSION
Overall, as can be seen in the simulation results, joint directionality scheme has proven to be an effective approach for joint constraint and 173
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obstacle avoidance. In spite of the fact, further research is required to apply the scheme to real backhoe model. Real backhoe model can be thought of as a 4-link manipulator consisting of three links moving within a plane created by rotation of one link; swing motion, about z-axis. Therefore, there is discrepancy between real backhoe model and the one considered on this paper. Therefore, the discrepancy must be removed in further study. Besides, criterion for assigning adequate gain terms for each link, in equation (12), must be defined. 
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